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Pstack, truss, pmap etc 

Introduction 
This paper is to explore advanced UNIX techniques to troubleshoot performance and instance hung 
problems. We will explore few tools available.  

 
This paper is NOT designed as a step-by-step approach, rather as a guideline. Every effort has been 
taken to reproduce the test results. It is possible for the test results to differ slightly due to 
version/platform differences. 
 
In this paper, we will explore few OS tools such as truss, pstack, and pmap etc. 
 

Truss 
Truss is an UNIX utility to trace Unix System Calls in Solaris platform. Truss utility is very useful to 
understand complex problems at OS level. As Truss utility generates enormous amount of data, 
Oracle Database Instrumentation is always a first step to troubleshoot a problem. If the problem 
cannot be distilled by Oracle Database instrumentation, then the use of OS tools such as truss, 
pstack etc are required. 
 
A simple example of truss usage is shown in Listing 1-1: 
 
Listing 1-1: Truss Example 
 
truss –p 28393 
… 
fstat(18, 0xFFBFA100)                           = 0 
lseek(17, 0x0216B000, SEEK_SET)                 = 0x0216B000 
write(17, "C8021686 )\0\0 )D0\0\0\0".., 4096)   = 4096 
lseek(17, 0x0219D000, SEEK_SET)                 = 0x0219D000 
read(17, "\0\0\0\00101\001FF  \0\0".., 4096)    = 4096 
 
In Listing 1-1, truss is invoked simply passing an UNIX process id 28393. Output of truss shows that 
many system calls are executed by that process. By default, truss utility will also print the arguments 
to the system calls, for example, in line fstat calls, first argument is file id opened by that process. We 
will show how we can map that file id to an actual file name using pfiles command later in this paper. 
 
Truss utility accepts many different options. Listing 1-2 shows common options available in Solaris 
platform. Man pages for truss utility will tell you the options available in your platform. 
 
Listing 1-2: Truss syntax 
 
Options: 
 truss [-fcaeildD] [ - [tTvx] [!] syscall ,...] [ - [sS] [!] 
signal ,...] [ - [mM] [!] fault ,...] [ - [rw] [!] fd ,...] [ - 
[uU] [!] lib ,... : [:] [!] func ,...] [-o outfile] com- mand | -
p pid...  
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It is out of scope to explain every option available in truss utility. But, we will explore few common 
options available in truss utility. We will review most commonly used options while tracing UNIX 
processes.  
 
To trace a process and print minimal information: 
 truss –p <pid>    Example:  truss –p 23898 
 
To trace a process, follow its children and print minimal information: 
 truss –f –p <pid> Example: truss –f –p 23898 
 
To trace a process, print timestamp  and print minimal information: 
 truss –d –p <pid> Example: truss –d –p 23898 
 
To trace a process, send output to a file and print minimal information: 
 truss –o /tmp/truss.out –p <pid>    

 Example: truss –o /tmp/truss.out –d –p 23898 
 
A flavor of Truss utility is available in almost all UNIX platforms and this utility can have different 
name in your platform. Table 1-1 shows few common platforms and the equivalent utility. 

  
Table 1-1: Utility in UNIX platform 
 
Platform  Name 
Solaris truss 
HP-UX TUSC( truss) 
Linux strace 
AIX truss 

 

Truss with examples 
A key advantage with truss utility is that it provides the time taken by the system call. Time taken in a 
system call can be used to measure the impact of a system call to an application process. For 
example, if an application is suffering from I/O performance issues, truss utility is useful to verify 
and measure the I/O performance at OS level. Listing 1-3 shows few lines from the truss utility 
output. 
 
Listing 1-3: Truss with –d and –E flag 
 
$ truss  -d -E -p  1454 
 
Base time stamp:  1310009834.7781  [ Wed Jul  6 22:37:14 CDT 2011 ] 
… 
20.8828  0.0002 write(42, "04 Z\0\006\0\0\0\0\0\0\0".., 1114)   = 1114 
20.8838  0.0010 write(37, "04 Z\0\006\0\0\0\0\0\0\0".., 1114)   = 1114 
20.8843  0.0005 pollsys(0x0EA992B0, 3, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFB0E0, 0x00000000) 
= 2 
.. 
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In Listing 1-3, truss utility is executed with –d and –E flags, in addition to –p flag. Flag –d prints the 
time displacement from start of truss utility and first column in the output is printed by –d flag. 
Passing –E flag prints second column in the output and that shows amount of time consumed in the 
system call. In this example, write call was executed 20.88 seconds after the start of truss and elapsed 
time of that system call is 0.2 milli seconds. 
 
Truss- Example 1 
Death of a connection process is detected by PMON. How does PMON detect the death? How 
often does it check? To answer the question, truss utility can be used to trace the PMON process. 
 
Listing 1-4: Truss of pmon with –d –E flags 
  
  0.7998  0.0002 open("/proc/1456/psinfo", O_RDONLY)             = 40 
 0.7998  0.0000 read(40, "\0\0\00201\0\0\0B005\0\0".., 416)     = 416 
 0.7999  0.0001 close(40)                                       = 0 
 0.7999  0.0000 open("/proc/1458/psinfo", O_RDONLY)             = 40 
 0.7999  0.0000 read(40, "\0\0\00201\0\0\0B205\0\0".., 416)     = 416 
 0.8000  0.0001 close(40)                                       = 0 
 0.8000  0.0000 open("/proc/1462/psinfo", O_RDONLY)             = 40 
 0.8001  0.0001 read(40, "\0\0\00202\0\0\0B605\0\0".., 416)     = 416 
 0.8001  0.0000 close(40)                                       = 0 
… 
 
In Listing 1-4, we are tracing the UNIX pid of a PMON process. PMON is simply checking the 
psinfo directory of known UNIX process ids. If the PID is still alive, then open call will succeed and 
pmon can read basic information about the process. Without any errors, pmon concludes that their 
Process is alive. 
 
What happens if we kill a process while we trace the pmon from a different window? Listing 1-5 
shows the output of that test. 
 
Listing 1-5: Truss of pmon with –d –E flags 
 
20.8818  0.0000 open("/proc/2372/psinfo", O_RDONLY)             Err#2 ENOENT 
20.8826  0.0008 pollsys(0x0EA992B0, 3, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFAFD0, 0x00000000) = 0 
20.8828  0.0002 write(42, "04 Z\0\006\0\0\0\0\0\0\0".., 1114)   = 1114 
20.8838  0.0010 write(37, "04 Z\0\006\0\0\0\0\0\0\0".., 1114)   = 1114 
20.8843  0.0005 pollsys(0x0EA992B0, 3, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFB0E0, 0x00000000) = 2 
20.8846  0.0003 read(42, "02 .\0\006\0\0\0\0\0\0\0".., 8208)    = 558 
20.8846  0.0000 read(37, "02 .\0\006\0\0\0\0\0\0\0".., 8208)    = 558 
23.8848  3.0002 pollsys(0x0EA992B0, 3, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFB0E0, 0x00000000) = 0 
23.8850  0.0002 times(0xFFFFFD7FFFDFC960)                       = 266414 
23.8850  0.0000 times(0xFFFFFD7FFFDFC960)                       = 266414 
                                  = 0 
… 
 
In this example, line #1 shows that PMON tried to read the psinfo file under proc directory for 
process 2372. But the system call returned ENOENT (No Entry) error. PMON cleaned up the 
process since the Process is already dead.  
 
Now, we are able to understand the pmon behavior using truss utility. 
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Truss- Example 2 
 
In this example, we will review DBWR to understand the DBWR performance better. There is a 
minor change to the truss command as we use –D flag, instead of –E flag. Flag –D prints the time 
elapsed from the last system call. In comparison, -E flag prints the amount of time spent in the system 
call. 
 
Listing 1-6: Truss of DBWR with –d –D flag 
 
$ truss -d -D -p  1473 |more 
Base time stamp:  1327357172.8340  [ Mon Jan 23 16:19:32 CST 2012 ] 
… 
 
/1:      3.2222  3.0003 semtimedop(7, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD188, 1, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD1A0) Err#11 
EAGAIN 
/1:      3.2223  0.0001 times(0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD7A0)                       = 780173 
/1:      3.2224  0.0001 times(0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD7A0)                       = 780173 
/1:     semtimedop(7, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD188, 1, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD1A0) (sleeping...) 
/1:      6.2228  3.0004 semtimedop(7, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD188, 1, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD1A0) Err#11 
EAGAIN 
/1:      6.2229  0.0001 times(0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD7A0)                       = 780473 
/1:      6.2229  0.0000 times(0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD7A0)                       = 780473 
/1:     semtimedop(7, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD188, 1, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD1A0) (sleeping...) 
/1:      9.2372  3.0143 semtimedop(7, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD188, 1, 0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD1A0) Err#11 
EAGAIN 
/1:      9.2385  0.0013 times(0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD7A0)                       = 780775 
/1:      9.2390  0.0005 times(0xFFFFFD7FFFDFD7A0)                       = 780775 
… 
 
From the output of Listing 1-6, we can infer few inner workings of DBWR activity: 

• First column is thread number of the process. In this case, we are thread 1 is active. We can 
infer that DBWR is a multi-threaded process.  

• Second column prints the elapsed time from the start of truss command. In Line #1, 
semtimedop call returns at 3.2 seconds from the start of truss command and the Elapsed 
time in semtimedop calls is ~3 seconds. In the 5th line of the output, semtimedop call 
returned again after sleeping for 3 seconds. Semtimedop system call is used by Oracle code 
to sleep on a Semaphore. DBWR thread is woken up if either time expires or an activity on 
semaphores itself.  
 
Essentially, DBWR thread is sleeping on semaphore with a 3 second timeout. We are able to 
understand DBWR activity better with truss output of DBWR. 

 
Truss- Example 3 
 
We will review the performance of system calls from a foreground (FG) process using truss utility. 
We will use –d –E flag to review the foreground process and Listing 1-7 shows the output of truss 
utility. 
 
Listing 1-7: Truss of DBWR with –d –D flag 
 
$ truss -d -E -p  19001 |more 
 … 
13.2066 0.0001 pread(256, "06A2\0\098 AC001A9 . 5\0".., 8192, 0x14030000)=8192 
13.3202  0.0001 pread(261, "06A2\0\0C6 ?C001 P . 5\0".., 8192, 0x1418C000)=8192 
13.3215  0.0000 pread(262, "06A2\0\0 3 EC00101 . 5\0".., 8192, 0x14666000)=8192 
13.3250  0.0000 pread(257, "06A2\0\099 >C001C6 * 5\0".., 8192, 0x14532000)=8192 
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13.3618  0.0001 pread(257, "06A2\0\0CE FC00101 . 5\0".., 8192, 0x1479C000)=8192 
13.4259  0.0001 pread(263, "06A2\0\0 B BC001CD . 5\0".., 8192, 0x16384000)=8192 
 
… 
 
In the Listing 1-7 output, FG is reading blocks from the disk to buffer cache using pread calls. In this 
system call, 256 is the file id, contents of the block is printed in the second argument of pread call, 
third argument prints the size of read call, in this case, it is a 8K block. 
 
Truss- Example 4 
In this example, we will review the DB startup using truss utility. In few cases, error messages are 
clear in database alert log and understanding the error in Operating System is required. In this 
example, we will create an sqlplus connection, find the connection process, and truss the process 
using –f flag. Then startup the database from that sqlplus session. 
 
Listing 1-8: Truss of DB startup with –f flag 
 
$ truss -d -E –f -p  2522 |more 
 
4.8050  0.0000 shmget(IPC_PRIVATE, 4194304, 0660)    = 58 
4.8051  0.0000 shmat(58, 0, IPC_ALLOC)               = 0xFFFFFD7FFC600000 
4.8051  0.0000 shmctl(58, IPC_RMID, 0)               = 0 
 
4.8054  0.0000 shmget(3433015348, 536879104, 0660|IPC_CREAT|IPC_EXCL) = 59 
 
4.8055  0.0000 shmget(3433015349, 0, 0)              Err#2 ENOENT 
4.8055  0.0000 shmget(3433015350, 0, 0)              Err#2 ENOENT 
4.8055  0.0000 shmget(3433015351, 0, 0)              Err#2 ENOENT 
4.8059  0.0004 shmat(59, 0x60000000, IPC_ALLOC)      = 0x60000000 
 
In Listing 1-8, process is creating a shared memory segment using shmget calls with IPC_CREAT 
flag. Output of ipcs –ma shows that ID and KEY values of the shared memory segment (Listing 1-9) 
is matching with the shared memory segment created by the process with PID 2522 
 
Listing 1-9 ipcs –ma output 
 
ipcs –ma 
 
Shared Memory:  
 
T ID KEY       ... CGROUP   NATTCH SEGSZ 
 
m 59 0xcc9fa834... Oinstall     54 536879104 
M  1 0xea42bf0c... oinstall     37 285220864 
 

Other Operating Systems 
Other operating systems provide the truss utility in one form or another.  
 
Linux 
In Linux, strace is the equivalent of truss utility. Options in strace are little bit different then truss 
utility. In the output of Listing 1-10, process 5164 is traced with ttT flag. tt flag provides timestamp 
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up to milli-seconds precision. Last field in the output within angle brackets prints the amount of time 
spent in the system call.  
 
Listing 1-10 strace output 
 
$strace -ttT -p 5164 
Process 5164 attached - interrupt to quit 
09:34:35.710183 poll([{fd=27, events=POLLIN|POLLRDNORM}, {fd=29, 
events=POLLIN|POLLRDNORM}], 2, 3000) = 0 (Timeout) <3.000425> 
09:34:38.711308 getrusage(RUSAGE_SELF, {ru_utime={0, 10998}, ru_stime={0, 
69989}, ...}) = 0 <0.000174> 
09:34:38.711756 getrusage(RUSAGE_SELF, {ru_utime={0, 10998}, ru_stime={0, 
69989}, ...}) = 0 <0.000174> 
09:34:38.712285 open("/proc/5166/stat", O_RDONLY) = 28 <0.000154> 
09:34:38.712684 read(28, "5166 (oracle) S 1 5166 5166 0 -1"..., 999) = 226 
<0.000182> 
09:34:38.713081 close(28)               = 0 <0.000168> 
09:34:38.713455 open("/proc/5170/stat", O_RDONLY) = 28 <0.000180> 
09:34:38.713835 read(28, "5170 (oracle) S 1 5170 5170 0 -1"..., 999) = 225 
<0.000176> 
09:34:38.714216 close(28)               = 0 <0.000174> 
 
 
AIX & HP 
 
HP-UX operating system provides TUSC a tool similar to truss utility. But, truss is soft linked to tusc 
utility and supports many options as in truss utility in Solaris. Essentially, discussions for Solaris, 
applies to HP-UX platform too. 
 
In AIX, truss is available too. But, truss in AIX does not support  -E flag. There is no easy way to 
measure amount of time elapsed in the system call itself using truss utility(at least, not that I know 
of). 
 

pmap 
pmap command can be used to understand virtual memory mapping of an UNIX process, memory 
usage, and attributes of memory area etc.  
 
Listing 1-11 pmap –xs output 
$ pmap -x 2540 |more 
2540:   ora_pmon_solrac2 
         Address     Kbytes        RSS       Anon     Locked Mode   Mapped File 
0000000000400000     232736      37864          -          - r-x--  oracle 
000000000E757000       1424        476        144          - rw---  oracle 
000000000E8BB000        156         32         32          - rw---  oracle 
000000000E8E2000       1972       1132       1124          - rw---    [ heap ] 
0000000060000000     526336     321508          -          - rwxs-    [ dism 
shmid=0x3b ] 
FFFFFD7FFCAA0000         64          -          -          - rwx--    [ anon ] 
FFFFFD7FFCABE000         72          8          8          - rw---    [ anon ] 
FFFFFD7FFCAD0000         64         12         12          - rw---    [ anon ] 
FFFFFD7FFCAE0000         64         20         20          - rw---    [ anon ] 
.. 
---------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
        total Kb     780044     368316       2072          - 
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In Listing 1-11, pmap command is executed on UNIX process with pid 2540. Total virtual memory 
mapped by this process is 780044 KB. Out of that memory mapping, Shared memory segment of 
526,336KB is mapped in to the virtual memory of this UNIX process. So, total kb includes shared 
memory segment also, which is shared across all DB connections, and must be subtracted if you are 
trying to find true memory usage of the process. 
 
Listing 1-12 pmap –xs output 
 
Pmap –xs <pid> 
... 
         Address     Kbytes        RSS  ...  Pgsz Mode   Mapped File 
000000000EACF000         16          -       -    - rw---  [ heap ] 
0000000060000000       2048       2048       4K   rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
0000000060200000     378880     174080          - rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
0000000077400000       4096       4096       4K   rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
0000000077800000      12288      12288          - rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
0000000078400000       4096       4096       4K   rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
0000000078800000      12288      12288          - rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
0000000079400000       2048       2048       4K   rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
0000000079600000       2048       2048            rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
0000000079800000      10240      10240       4K   rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
000000007A200000       4096       4096          - rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
000000007A600000       6144       6144       4K   rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
000000007AC00000       2048       2048          - rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
000000007AE00000       2048       2048       4K   rwxs-    [ dism shmid=0x7 ] 
… 
---------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
        total Kb     781064     377672        

 
 
Listing 1-2 shows the output of –xs flag, which prints Hardware Address Translation layer for a fine-
grained analysis. But, this flag is not available in all platforms though. 
 
pstack 
Utility pstack can print the current execution stack of a process. Oracle Database 
processes are instrumented to measure performance and most performance issues can be 
resolved using that instrumentation. Database processes are usually in one of these three 
states, either executing a piece of code, waiting for an event such as I/O, or waiting in 
CPU scheduling queue to be scheduled.  
 
To measure performance of a program, optimal task is to alter the session to enable sql 
trace and execute the program. But, that is not always possible in a production 
environment.  So, if a program is running longer in production, you can review the ASH 
data to measure the waits. But, if the program is not suffering from waits and spending 
time executing in CPU, how do you measure the performance of a program? 
 
Utility pstack comes handy in these situations. Essentially, current execution stack of a 
process can be printed using pstack utility. Using pstack in a loop, you can generate many 
samples of execution stack of a process; with some aggregation, you can understand the 
performance of a process better.  
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Listing 1-13 pstack output 
 
$pstack 2544 
 
2544: oraclesolrac1 
(DESCRIPTION=(LOCAL=YES)(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=beq))) 
 000000000ab1418f pevm_SUBSTR () + 12f 
 000000000aad49bf pfrinstr_SUBSTR () + 5f 
 000000000aac5880 pfrrun_no_tool () + 40 
 000000000aac6a6f pfrrun () + 4df 
 000000000ab2e3fa plsql_run () + 2ea 
 000000000aaa4a83 peicnt () + 143 
 000000000a0fba56 kkxexe () + 216 
 000000000447b5c7 opiexe () + 2757 
 0000000004d54695 kpoal8 () + ce5 
 0000000004472693 opiodr () + 433 
 0000000008e67f69 ttcpip () + 599 
 000000000444cfc0 opitsk () + 600 
 000000000445bb75 opiino () + 675 
 0000000004472693 opiodr () + 433 
 0000000004441f4e opidrv () + 32e 
 0000000005672197 sou2o () + 57 
 000000000159eac9 opimai_real () + 219 
 000000000568f2de ssthrdmain () + 14e 
 000000000159e89b main () + cb 
 000000000159e67c ???????? () 
 
 
In Listing 1-13, execution stack of process 2544 printed. Function call at the top of the 
stack, pevm_SUBSTR is the function executed when the pstack command inspected the 
process. From the call stack, we can infer the following call sequence: 
 
main () -> ssthrdmain () -> opimai_real () -> sou2o () -> opidrv () -> opiodr () -> opiino 
() -> opitsk () -> ttcpip () ->  opiodr () -> kpoal8 () -> opiexe () -> kkxexe () -> peicnt () -
> plsql_run () -> pfrrun () -> pfrrun_no_tool () -> pfrinstr_SUBSTR () ->pevm_SUBSTR 
()    
 
pevm_SUBSTR is the current function, it was called by pfrinstr_SUBSTR, which in turn 
was called by pfrrun_no_tool etc. If you were familiar with C program structure, you 
would recognize the call originated from main function call. Function call starting with 
opi (Oracle Program Interface), essentially, separates the server side function call from 
the program interface calls.  
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Obviously, this process executes PL/SQL code, as plsql_run is visible in the call stack. 
This PL/SQL program is calling string manipulation function such as SUBSTR function. 
 
Oradebug utility can be used to print the call stack too. In Listing 1-14, call stack of the 
process is printed in the current process, using setmypid command.  
 
Listing 1-14 oradebug 
 
SQL> oradebug setmypid 
Statement processed. 
SQL> oradebug short_stack 
 ksedsts()+1123<-ksdxfstk()+33<-ksdxen_int()+5127<-
ksdxen()+14<-opiodr()+1075<-ttcpip()+1433<-opitsk()+1536<-
opiino()+1653<-opiodr()+1075<-opidrv()+814<-sou2o()+87<-
opimai_real()+537<-ssthrdmain()+334<-main()+203<-
_start()+108 
 
SQL> oradebug short_stack 
qksedsts()+1123<-ksdxfstk()+33<-ksdxen_int()+5127<-
ksdxen()+14<-opiodr()+1075<-ttcpip()+1433<-opitsk()+1536<-
opiino()+1653<-opiodr()+1075<-opidrv()+814<-sou2o()+87<-
opimai_real()+537<-ssthrdmain()+334<-main()+203<-
_start()+108 
 
 
Summary 
In Summary, you can use advanced tools such as truss, pstack, pmap, etc to understand a 
process performance even if traditional tools are not providing sufficient information.  
 
 


